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(1) Thank you,  Anantha-san. 

Good evening,  ladies and gentlemen.
And a happy 60th anniversary to ISSCC2013.And a happy 60th anniversary to ISSCC2013.

I thought I was invited as an old boy for this special occasion
since I had been involved and served  for  many years  in this
ISSCC community .   But  I  received a homework  and was asked
to prepare for a short  talk on this panel.  It was a  very difficult
subject.   So,  the first thing I did was,   look   around for my old subject.   So,  the first thing I did was,   look   around for my old 
books and notebooks  in my house and office.



(2) I found some ,  I sorted them out, and put them together
on  my bookshelf.  Here they are.

This evening,  if  I am allowed to introduce you  only one   unique
circuit  application ,  it would be a circuit application of  a p-n-p-n 
diode  structure.  diode  structure.  

In a normal operation mode,  this device works as a  Thyristor ,
which  can drive a large current and can make even a big  linear 
motor car  float and  move very swiftly. On the other hand,  when 
this is in off-state,  it has very, very small leakage current, which 
is very important  for  our modern society seeking for low-power  is very important  for  our modern society seeking for low-power  
Energy-saving systems.  

And  in a dynamic operation mode,  this device may  work as  a
simple p-n-p-n capacitance ,  that can detect  and store one  single
electron.  I  think  this  is a key device  of  an image sensor.



(3) There are many physics involved to understand this p-n-p-n
diode structure  and its related circuit behaviors.

So  I tried to recall   my freshman year  in college,  when I was 
taking   a  physics  course.   

Prof. Leighton,    and sometimes  Prof. Feynman himself,   gave us  
lectures.   Their lectures were  always fascinating  to us.  
They always tried  to  appeal  intuitively to our young minds.  

Feynman once said  that  an electron is  always  free,  moving around
rapidly in free space, even in a solid, and it never stops.  It is very hard  to
catch. We don’t know exactly  where it is.  Our civilization is based on thecatch. We don’t know exactly  where it is.  Our civilization is based on the
technology of  controlling  a  single  electron.   



(4) So  I was  always being guided  to try to understand physics by paying
a  special attention to the behavior of one single  electron   interacting 

with a photon  in a solid ,    in a  metal ,  in  an insulator ,   in  a capacitor,
in a p-n junction and in a transistor. 

A  p-n  junction  is also called  a diode,   a rectifier ,  a LED ,  a  solar  cell
or   simply a  p-n  junction  capacitor depending on how we want   to use 
it. If we don’t  want   to use,  but if it is still there, I learned later  that  it is
also called   a  parasitic p-n  junction  capacitance,  which is a very 
important  circuit  element   for  predicting   a very complicated  VLSI 
circuit  performance in some cases.circuit  performance in some cases.



(5)  I thought  I had a very good background in Feynman physics.   (5)  I thought  I had a very good background in Feynman physics.   
Feynman physics always talked about the behavior of one single 
electron in free space and in a solid. The situation gets more 
complex when an electron interact  with a photon.

Well, a picture is worth one thousand words.

This is a picture of boys  trying to catch a  girl  on the hill top 
but most of the boys  are guided  to the collector junction cliff
and fall down to be collected  at the collector terminal. 

And only a few boys out of  say 100 energetic boys 
can catch a girl on the hill top  and they can recombine can catch a girl on the hill top  and they can recombine 
and become happy.  And the pair can  produce a baby-photon. 

This is in a sense a light  emitting photo-transistor 
with a very poor efficiency of a few percents...



(6) And this is a picture of an incoming photon  incident to the  (6) And this is a picture of an incoming photon  incident to the  
bipolar transistor base region.  The  photon energy creates an electron-
hole pair  and the photo-electron  can be stored in the base  as the majority
carrier.  So I see that a bipolar transistor can also function as a photon 
detector  and/or a storage container.   As you know,  a room in a hotel
must  be empty and clean  before the  first hotel guest arrives.  So must  be
this  transistor base region  empty  and  clean with no guest electrons this  transistor base region  empty  and  clean with no guest electrons 
at the beginning.  In this way, I  thought   a transistor  is useful  since it can
capture, confine and control  one single  electron.  But  I did not know  yet
how  to move  that  single  photo-electron in the base container   to the
outside  terminal  so that we can use it as a signal.    That is,  I  had no way 
yet to know  whether the guest has checked in the hotel  and resting in the
hotel room.   I had  no  way  yet  to ask the hotel  guest  to  come up  to thehotel room.   I had  no  way  yet  to ask the hotel  guest  to  come up  to the
hotel  lobby to meet  me.  I had to wait a few more years to find the answer.
We all know now it is CCD,  a charge coupled device that is a  series of 
capacitance   that can store and transfer one single electron. With a output
circuit of  a pre-charge reset set gate and a source-follower circuit we can
finally  meet our hotel guest at the hotel lobby !  



(7) Now,  the second book  I  studied was   "Pulse, Digital and Switching (7) Now,  the second book  I  studied was   "Pulse, Digital and Switching 
Waveforms“   by  Millman and  Taub. 

This book introduced me   many  basic bipolar  transistor  circuits.

I learned many circuits such as   a simple  inverter  or a linear amplifier
with a simple  resistor-load,   the  concept of   load-line.  with a simple  resistor-load,   the  concept of   load-line.  



(8) This book also  introduced me   many  important  electronic(8) This book also  introduced me   many  important  electronic
devices and their related circuits such as  a  negative-resistance 
circuits utilizing  a device which is called  a thyristor,  or  SCR 

( Silicon Controlled Rectifier ), or simply  a p-n-p-n diode, 
depending how you want to use the device. 



p-n-p-n diode by
Prof.  John Lewis Moll

(9) The p-n-p-n  diode  consists  of one p-n-p transistor and  one n-p-n (9) The p-n-p-n  diode  consists  of one p-n-p transistor and  one n-p-n 
transistor,   working together as a team.   As you know, when two
people work together hands in hands as a team,   we should expect 
a good work from them,   an entirely new  creative,  wonderful  

performance  from the collaboration of  the  two people.  

This p-n-p-n diode can also be  called  a p-n-p-n thyristor , a SCR This p-n-p-n diode can also be  called  a p-n-p-n thyristor , a SCR 
switch, a   p-n-p-n double-transistor   structure, or  simply a p-n-p-n 

diode capacitor , depending on the  operation modes.

I learned  this p-n-p-n diode switch, too.   During  its OFF-state,  it has
a very  low  leakage current . This device was originally studied and
reported  in details  by Prof. John Lewis Moll  in his PhD  thesis work reported  in details  by Prof. John Lewis Moll  in his PhD  thesis work 
and in subsequent  papers, which  I studied and learned.

During  its ON-state,   a very, very large electrical  current , and can  drive
a big  heavy train  or automobile.



(10)  A slight modification of this p-n-p-n diode  gives  us another(10)  A slight modification of this p-n-p-n diode  gives  us another
very useful device, which we call   Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor.   
This is a key device for  a  linear motor  car of the future !
This  is a  simple inverter  circuit   with an inductance coil 
as the load element and the driving device is an Insulated Gate 
Bipolar Transistor  with the PWM control   input.

The PWM,  Pulse Width Modulation,  techniques is a very powerful
and useful  digital circuit system technique now universally  applied 

for driving servo motors for many mechanical system  applications 
including Robotics.  This PWM circuit technique is  useful to control
the On-AND-OFF  Digital  current flow  in the magnetic coil used to  
make a linear motor car to  float and  move in the air.make a linear motor car to  float and  move in the air.

In a  special dynamic operation mode,    this device also  works as  
a simple  p-n-p-n  capacitance that can detect  one single electron .
And it works  as a key device element in modern imagers.  



(11)  Then the  third book I studied,    with  the  guidance  of   Prof.  John  
McCaldin,   was   “ Physics and   Technology of Semiconductor  
Devices“   by  Andy  S.  Grove. 



(12) I learned  MOSFETs and  many types of inverters.(12) I learned  MOSFETs and  many types of inverters.

Among them, only a CMOS inverter seems surviving now….



(13) When I was about  to  start my  graduate work,   I  learned  about   a  (13) When I was about  to  start my  graduate work,   I  learned  about   a  
new device called  CCD.  I thought we now have  a  device to  detect
the arrival of  the  first guest  electron in our empty hotel  room !

With this device  I thought  I could ask the guest electron to come up
to the hotel  lobby to meet  us ! 

I was excited .   I thought  this is the device we were looking for,   that 
can  transfer one  single  electron in solid from one place to  another  
and to  the final  output circuit stage. 

I was excited, and many people were also excited ! Many researchers 
worked on this device with great   expectations.    worked on this device with great   expectations.    

I   was   excited   and    worked  on   this  device   with   the guidance 
of   Prof.  T.C.  McGill . 



(14) I was specially interested  in  a buried channel CCD structure (14) I was specially interested  in  a buried channel CCD structure 
since this device  protects a single electron,   our important 
hotel guest from being trapped by the Si-SiO2 interface states.



(15) This is a capacitance network  that  one single electron,  our hotel (15) This is a capacitance network  that  one single electron,  our hotel 
guest,  would see inside a buried channel CCD structure.  

The single electron  is well protected, and can be transferred safely 
along the buried channel by controlling gate voltages. 

Originally I expected this device to become  a highly   sensitive   Originally I expected this device to become  a highly   sensitive   
imaging device, a  low-light   imaging  device with very low noise. 



(16) But soon I found out this is no good for imaging.   
It has a metal  layer  on the top!   
The metal layer does not allow  light to pass through.

So we still  needed  the original photo-diode,  the photo-transistor, and
the  p-n-p-n photo-diode  that    I  had studied   when I was an the  p-n-p-n photo-diode  that    I  had studied   when I was an 
undergraduate student. 

At least they can pass the light through the device  and 
catch a single electron in  the dynamic capacitance mode 
of their  operations. of their  operations. 



(17)Now going back to 1971 again, right after I finished my
undergraduate work. I was one of the students in
the first year of the VLSI circuit design course
taught by Prof. Caver  A .Mead at Caltech in 1971.

Meanwhile, during my graduate work,  we had a design project of  a Meanwhile, during my graduate work,  we had a design project of  a 
128- bit multi-comparator  silicon chip,  that  has  three shift registers  
in parallel.  They are called  the Data, the Key and the Mask  registers.  
The data in the  registers is compared  and matched by the comparator
logic circuits,  consisting of many  EXNOR  circuits. 



(18) The three  shift  registers are conventional ones.

A   pair of  inverters and three switching pass transistors as  
a  group  are   functioning as a one-bit static memory cell or
in other time  as a one-bit shift-register element. 



(19)   The data in the register is compared  and matched by the 
comparator logic circuits,  consisting of many
EXNOR  gate logic circuits.

The EXNOR circuits  are very useful   for matching  data   
and   detecting  the edge information. and   detecting  the edge information. 



(20)   This elementary EXNOR  logic gate is frequently applied   to(20)   This elementary EXNOR  logic gate is frequently applied   to
compress image-data information. 



(21) This was  a project, a challenge to design and  build  a real chip by 
Caltech students,  and  it was fabricated in Intel. 



(22)    It  is the  VLSI chip   built and reported for the first time  
in the world by university students with helps of industry.

I think  this 128 multi-comparator chip may be  still useful .  



(23)  I am just curious  to find out if we can  include this (23)  I am just curious  to find out if we can  include this 
multi-comparator shift registers  in the output  circuit block
of  a  CMOS Imager.

The output  circuit  block is very, very important.

The  original  output circuit  is a simple combination  of a pre-charge The  original  output circuit  is a simple combination  of a pre-charge 
reset gate and a source follower. 

I   believe    this output   circuit   was   first   proposed and reported  by 
Dr.  Walter  F.  Kosonocky.    

I  studied many of  his papers  when I was working on my  PhD thesis  I  studied many of  his papers  when I was working on my  PhD thesis  
in Caltech.  I met him many  times.  He guided me a lot. He was famous 
and great . He was  also  my mentor. 



CD Sampling by
Prof.  Martin WhiteProf.  Martin White

(24) Later  a very useful and powerful  operation mode,  called Double 
Sampling,  was proposed by Prof. Marvin White. 

This technique accelerated  drastically  CMOS imager developments 
and  revolutionized  our  imaging device industry.

.



(25)   I believe these people who worked on MOS Transistors,
Memory Devices and Imaging devices  are the ones worth
recognition not only from our solid state circuit society 
but from the entire world .

I  was surprised and amazed  that  in this way  so many people,  
through many  yeas of their diligence,   contributed  so  much  
for the  entire world  we live in.    Thank you !

Yoshiaki  Daimon Hagihara

@  ISSCC2013  Plenary  Panel ,   in San Francisco, California  USA

Monday   Evening  February 18,  2013  
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